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Abstract

Several new exhibits, added to the nuclear information centre, are described We
have prepared a quiz about radio.ctive waste, interactive most frequently asked
questions about radioactivity and radioactive waste, a World map of nuclear
objects, a set of demonstration exercises and CD ROM about radioactive waste.

Introduction

One of the activities of the Nuclear Training Centre in Ljubljana is public information about
nuclear technologies and radioactive waste. On our premises we have an information centrc,
which is visited by about 7500 mostly young visitors every year. It is also the official
information centre of the Agency for Radwaste Management. In the year 1999 we have
together added several new exhibits, which we hope will present the radwaste technology in a
friendly way to our audience. This paper describes each of new exhibits.

Quiz about radioactive waste

It is important to attract visitors of information centre by some entertaining devices. With that
in mind we have developed a computerised quiz system, where two players can challenge
themselves. We have created a set of about 150 questions of different difficulty. During teach
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game two players are asked eight randomly chosen
questions like the one on figure to the right.

Each player has three buttons for three possible
answers. The one that answers the fastest gets the
score. The scores depend on the time lhe correct
answer was given - faster the answer, higher the
score.

Once the answer is given or missed, the correct
answer is repeated and some short additional *I
explanation is given like in the figure at the right. :0

After eight questions the winner is declared:

We have two workstations with this software in the information centre.

Interactive most frequently asked questions about radioactive waste

In 1997 Agency for radwaste management published a booklet with answers to 141 most
frequently asked questions about radioactivity and radioactive waste. This year we have
converted them into the computerised form and made an interactive device. T hereby we hope
to invoke more interest and more asked questions.

'[he software is designed like a typical World wide web page and is easy to navigate.
Questions are grouped into 5 groups. Most of the answers are in written form, while for some
we have added also graphical explanations (see figure on the next page.)
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We installed two computers with this software in the Information centre.

Interactive World map of radioactive waste facilities

We consider this to be the most attractive new device. Already the physical set-up is
something special. The user sits in the "command" chair. navigates through the system with
the joystick like a pilot and the main image is projected on the big screen so that the wider
public can see it too.
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On the main screen the World globe is always present and the user can attractively navigate
around it. Once he has selected a part of the world, he can zoom closer. Icons representing
nuclear locations appear. By clicking on selected location the user gets a new, more detailed
map of it and possibility to see additional information. This also includes almost 400 different
photographs of different facilities.

Dig~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,;..i Add.

There are several different kinds of browsing capabilities available. In addition to virtual
"flying" around the World user can also look into selected country on the textual menu on the
right hand side of the screen. Another possibility is searching through the list of selected types
of facilities. For example, it is easy to find all surface radioactive waste repositories around
the world and get information about each of them.

Building the data base with the information about nuclear facilities was a separate, quite
demanding task. The amount of information presented on the screen to the average citizen
must be small, but exact and concise. Therefore we had to carefully edit and select
information of sites, for which we had plenty of known data. Unfortunately for most of the
sites the problem was the opposite: there was none or very little data available. In such cases
we have left few sentences of general description of that particular type of the facility. For
example, we know that there is a near surface repository in Ekores in Belarus, but we have no
detailed information. In such case the text generally describing such type of facility would
appear.

The software is designed so, that it can be easily upgraded. We intend to maintain and
improve data base and regularly update the exhibit.

Demonstration exercises about radioactivity
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We have prepared a set of exercises, which will be used for demonstration to young visitors.
Final objective is to help them understand selected phenomena, which are difficult to
comprehend. Following is the list of demonstrations:

1. Penetration of alpha particles - alpha radiation is blocked by different obstacles, by
which the shielding effect is explained.

2. Penetration of beta particles - same as above, only that the beta source is used.
3. Penetration of gama radiation - again similar as above, only with the gama source.
4. Decay of radiation by distance - a source and a ratemeter are put on a simple mechanical

construction, where the distance between them could be changed.
5. Radon in our environment - by ordinary vacuum cleaner we collect some dust on a paper

filter and demonstrate increased activity on it (figure below).

For each exercise a separate working
point is prepared with the ratemeter or
other necessary device needed for
presentation.. The exercise can be
shown to about 20 visitors at a time.
Each session lasts between 15 and 30
minutes.

CD ROM about radioactivity and radioactive waste

The first phase of the development of the software for
interactive demonstration of radioactivity and
radioactive waste has been concluded. The overall
design and general scenario was prepared. The whole set
of pictures and animated sequences has to be developed
in the near future.

the presentation is prepared in an attractive way aimed
to teenagers. There are many drawings, animated
sequences, speech and music. We intend to distribute
CD ROM to visitors of our information centre.

Conclusion

Modem information centre must include attractive exhibits, which give visitor some
possibility for activity. With that in mind we have developed here described devices. They
should gradually replace `static panels with text and figures only.
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